The first step toward digitalization is realizing you need a digital solution. And digitalization is the first step on the road to an integrated project environment.

Construction Insight combines model, schedule and progress data to deliver unprecedented insight into project performance.

With a zero IT footprint, this cloud-based platform offers real-time, unprecedented insight into construction progress.

**Preconstruction Planning**

With Construction Insight, preconstruction planning processes are enhanced by:

- Link model elements and documents to work packages
- View and create 4D schedule animation
- Create and assign sub-tracks or work steps

**Construction Execution**

Transform traditional construction execution workflows with Construction Insight.

- View schedule activities and detailed work package steps
- Combine and view models for visualization and quantification purposes
- Visualize 4D look-ahead schedules
- Monitor and update progress in the field via mobile
- Create, assign and track field issues
- Field layout / Quality Assurance enhanced by 3D model-based point extraction
- Laser Scanning integration for field validation
Project Performance / Monitoring

United data from across the project lifecycle gives Construction Insight gives project stakeholders the ability to report, monitor and make informed decisions. Have visibility into:

- Budget management
- Change order management
- Project Analytics on an easy-to-understand dashboard
- Productivity analysis
- Forecasting

Are you ready to evolve into an industry leader?

Hexagon’s solutions provide unprecedented access into planned vs. actual project information, in an integrated visual solution. They put the power of Construction Insight into the hands of all project stakeholders.

Learn more at hexagonppm.com/constructioninsight.